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Energy policy: a multiple-choice test

Would you rather die of:
1. climate change?
2. oil wars?
3. nuclear holocaust?

The right answer, often left out, is:
4. none of the above

Let’s just use energy in a way that saves money,
because that will solve the climate, oil, and pro-
liferation problems—not at a cost but at a profit



Q. How is climate protection like the
Hubble Space Telescope?

A. Both got spoiled by
a sign error (“+” vs. “–”)

The incorrect assumption—reinforced
daily in all media—that climate
protection will be costly is the biggest
obstacle to achieving it



Saving energy costs less than buying it, so
firms are starting to buy energy efficiency
whether or not they worry about climate

◊ IBM and STMicroelectronics
 CO2 emissions –6%/y, fast paybacks

◊ DuPont’s 2000–2010 worldwide goals
 Energy use/$ –6%/y, GHG = 1990 level –65%
 By 2006: actually cut GHG 80% below 1990, $3b profit

◊ Dow: cut E/kg 22% 1994–2005, $3.3b profit
◊ BP’s 2010 CO2 goal met 8 y early, $2b profit
◊ GE pledged 2005 to boost its eff. 30% by 2012
◊ United Technologies cut E/$ 45% during 2003–07
◊  Interface: 1996–2007 GHG –82% (–16%/y)

◊  So while the politicians endlessly debate theoretical
“costs,” smart firms race to pocket real profits!



2007 Vattenfall/McKinsey supply curve
for abating global greenhouse gases
(technologically very conservative, esp. for transport)

Average cost of whole curve ~€2/TCO2e (Exec. Sum., p. 5)

www.vattenfall.com/www/ccc/ccc/577730downl/index.jsp January 2007

World emissions were 37 GTCO2e in 2000 and rising
27 GtCO2e in 2030 is 46% of base-case emissions



Profitable climate protection

◊ Global CO2 emissions will triple by 2100 if we reduce
E/GDP by 1%/y; level off if 2%/y; and drop—stabil-
izing global climate—if ~3–4%/y. Is that feasible?

◊ The U.S. has spontaneously saved >2%/y since ’97;
3.4%/y 1981–86; 3.2%/y in ’01 & ’05; 4.0% in ’06

◊ California was ~1 percentage point faster; its new
homes use 75% less energy; still saving much more

◊ China did even better—saved >5%/y for >20 y,
7.9%/y 1997–2001; energy efficiency is top priority

◊ Attentive corporations routinely save ~6–15%/y
◊ So why should 3–4%/y be hard or costly?
◊ Oil causes 44% of US fossil CO2, electricity 40% (’06)
◊ Coal causes 36% of US, 91% of el. generation’s, CO2

◊ 70% of US el. is used in buildings, 30% in industry



Independent, transparent,
peer-reviewed, uncontested

USDoD-cosponsored, Sept 04

For business & mil. leaders

Based on competitive
strategy cases for cars,
trucks, planes, oil, military

Book and technical backup
are free at:

www.oilendgame.com

Over the next few decades,
the U.S. can eliminate its use
of oil and revitalize its econo-
my, led by business for profit

And remember oil has almost
nothing to do with electricity!

This work was cosponsored by OSD and ONR. The views expressed are those of the authors alone, not of the sponsors.



Saving electricity works—where allowed

California
avoided 65
GW of
peak load
—~$100b
of capital
investment

Equally important in California’s electricity savings were
efficiency standards and rewarding utilities for cutting
customers’ bills—not for selling more energy (a key reform
that 25 states have lately adopted or are considering)
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CA real income/capita rose 79% during 1975–2005; kWh/capita stayed flat;
by 2008 the saved kWh (vs. U.S. average) saved each Californian ~$200/y



If all states had the same GDP/kWh as the top 10,
after adjusting for economic mix and climate, the
U.S. would save ~64% of its coal-fired electricity

1.3 million GWh

Source: 2008 RMI analysis (K. Wang et al.) from latest USEIA data



Efficiency is a rapidly moving target

Best 2005
Matsushita
(160)

State-of-
the-art (61)

In Lovins
house (85)

Standard 1995
Japanese
market model
(~1280)

Japan’s standards aim to cut el. use 30% from ~1997 levels for refrigerators,
16% for TVs, 83% for PCs, 14% for air conditioners,…; all can go much lower



1989 supply curve for saveable US
electricity (vs. 1986 frozen efficiency)

Best 1989 commerci-
ally available, retrofit-
table technologies

Similar S, DK, D, UK…

EPRI found 40–60%
saving 2000 potential

Now conservative:
savings keep getting
bigger and cheaper
faster than they’re
being depleted

Measured technical cost and performance data for
~1,000 technologies (RMI 1986–92, 6 vols, 2,509 pp, 5,135 notes)



Two 1990 supply curves for saved
US electricity (ORNL/CON-312, 1991)

◊ Difference is largely methodological, not substantive
 EPRI excludes, RMI includes saved maint. cost, so
commercial lighting retrofit costs +1.2 vs –1.4¢/kWh
 EPRI assumes drivepower savings 3× smaller & 5×
costlier than EPRI agrees id. (Sci. Amer. Sept 1990) 

◊ EPRI: potential
savings by 2000,
excluding 9–15%
add’l savings ex-
pected to occur
spontanteously
◊ RMI: full long-
term potential
retrofit savings

22% of 1986 use     43%                      65%

MIDCASE



237 utility C&I
programs,
58 utilities,
through 1988

In general, these utility programs don’t dive nearly as deep as RMI’s assessment of potential, and
most utilities and states haven’t yet done much on the demand side as some did in the 1980s



–47 to +115˚F with no heating/cool-
ing equipment, less construction cost

◊ Lovins house / RMI HQ,
Snowmass, Colorado, ’84
 Saves 99% of space & water

heating energy, 90% of home el.
(4,000 ft2 use ~$5/month worth
@ 7¢/kWh, all made with solar)

 10-month payback in 1983

7100', frost any day, 39 days’
continuous midwinter cloud…yet
28 banana crops with no furnace

Key: integrative
design makes very
big energy savings
cost less than small
or no savings

◊ PG&E ACT2, Davis CA, ’94
 Mature-market cost –$1,800

 Present-valued maint. –$1,600

 Design energy 82% below strict-
est code, 90% below U.S. avg.

◊ Prof. Soontorn Boonyatikarn
house, Bangkok, Thailand, ’96
 84% less a/c capacity, ~90%

less a/c energy, better comfort

 No extra construction cost



Passive comfort in cold, cloudy
climates like Germany (Passivhaus Institut)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_house, www.passiv.de; Affordable Comfort Institute

◊ No central heating system;
can add small exhaust-air
heat pump or solar panel if
desired, but not necessary

◊ Total primary energy use
≤120 kWh/m2-y

◊ ≤15 kWh/m2-y & <10 W/m2

heating energy—5–25% of
U.S. allowables

◊ k-0.10–0.15 (k-0.066 roof in
Sweden), airtight, high com-
fort, loses <0.5 C˚/d w/ 0 el.

◊ >10k built in 5 EU nations;
Vorarlberg (ÖS) standard

◊ Zero marginal capital cost
(at least at <60˚N lat) Infrared images of ordinary German

apartment (L) and Passivhaus (R)



Houses comfortable with no heating
system in Göteborg, same capital cost

◊ Hundreds of “Passivhus” examples
around Göteborg, typically designed
by architects Hans Eek or Christer &
Kerstin Nordström

◊ No extra capital cost

PASSIVHUSEN I LINDÅS
Selling price: ~2 000 000  SEK

Extra costs: SEK
Insulation: 15 – 20 000

Ventilation heat recovery 10 – 15 000

Window U=0.85 W/m2K 15 – 20 000

SUM 40 – 50 000

Minus heating system – 40–50 000

◊ Cost-effectively retrofittable



Windows $67,500
Daylighting $18,000
Insulation $17,200
Lighting $21,000
HVAC -$160,000
Total -$36,300

Incremental costs

Energy savings: $75,000/year

Tunneling through the cost barrier through
integrative design: Grand Forks (ND) office

Greg Franta FAIA, Team Leader, RMI/ENSAR Built Environment



Stanford’s Carnegie Institute for
Global Ecology wet-lab building

◊ NightSky (radiant roof spray),
draft-tower, and air-economizer
cooling, COP ≥50 (≤0.07
kW/t); COP would double
with optimized pumping-
system design

◊ Efficient shell, daylit, high
occupant satisfaction

◊ Normal capital cost

◊ ~20%→10% normal CA energy
use, despite weird safety rules
requiring high-rate ventilation
of empty, dark labs

◊ This usage excludes the small
server farm, whose efficiency is
the next logical target

10,890 ft2, $372/ft2

in 2004—normal cost;
energy data posted at
http://globalecology.stanford.edu/DG
E/CIWDGE/CIWDGE.HTML



Old design mentality:
always diminishing returns...



High efficiency doesn’t always raise
even components’ capital cost

◊ Motor Master database shows no correlation
between efficiency and trade price for North
American motors (1,800-rpm TEFC Design B) up
to at least 350 hp (220 kW)

◊ Same for industrial pumps, most rooftop chillers,
refrigerators, televisions,…

◊ “In God we trust”; all others bring data

E SOURCE (www.esource.com) Drivepower Technology Atlas, 1999, p. 143, by permission

Buying this motor instead of this motor
can cost you >$20,000 present value



New design mentality: expanding returns,
“tunneling through the cost barrier”



New design mentality: expanding returns,
“tunneling through the cost barrier”

“Tunnel” straight to the
superefficient lower-cost
destination rather than
taking the long way
around

To see how, please visit www.rmi.org/stanford



Cost can be negative even for
retrofits of big buildings

◊ 200,000-ft2, 20-year-old curtainwall office near
Chicago (hot & humid summer, very cold winter)

◊ Dark-glass window units’ edge-seals were failing

◊ Replace not with similar but with superwindows
 Let in nearly 6× more light, 0.9× as much unwanted heat, reduce

heat loss and noise by 3–4×, cost 78¢ more per ft2 of glass

 Add deep daylighting, plus very efficient lights (0.3 W/ft2) and
office equipment (0.2 W/ft2); peak cooling load drops by 77%

◊ Replace big old cooling system with a new one 4×
smaller, 3.8× more efficient, $0.2 million cheaper

◊ That capital saving pays for all the extra costs

◊ 75% energy saving—cheaper than usual renovation



Retrofitting a 200,000-ft2 office can
tunnel through the cost barrier too!

◊ 20-y-old curtainwall, hot-and-cold climate
◊ Failing window seals require reglazing
◊ Superwindows: Tvis 0.51 (×5.7), SC 0.25 (× 0.9), R-

7 (× 3.35), noise ÷4, cost +$0.78/ft2 glazing
◊ + deep daylighting, efficient lights (0.3 W/ft2) &

plug loads (0.2 W/ft2), cut cooling at the design
hour by 77%, from 467 to 173 tons

◊ 4× smaller HVAC with 3.8× better COP (1.85 → 7.04,
or 1.9 → 0.50 kW/t) costs $200,000 less than re-
novating the big old system — paying for everything

◊ Design would save 75% of energy ($285,000/y →
$80,000/y); peak load 1.25 → 0.30 MWe (–76%);
much better comfort; –5 to +9 month payback (–/+
new curtainwall system)

◊ U.S. has >100k such >20-y-old curtainwall towers



New design mentalityNew design mentality

• Pumps and fans use half of
motor energy; motors use 3/5
world electricity

• Redesigning a standard (sup-
posedly optimized) industrial
pumping loop cut its power
95→7.6 hp (–92%), cost less
to build, and worked better

• Just by specifying fat, short,
straight pipes—not (as usual)
thin, long, crooked pipes!

• Even better design could
have saved ~98% and cost
even less to build

• This example is archetypical…
and pumping is the biggest use
of motors, which use 3/5 of el.

• Pumps and fans use half of
motor energy; motors use 3/5
world electricity

• Redesigning a standard (sup-
posedly optimized) industrial
pumping loop cut its power
95→7.6 hp (–92%), cost less
to build, and worked better

• Just by specifying fat, short,
straight pipes—not (as usual)
thin, long, crooked pipes!

• Even better design could
have saved ~98% and cost
even less to build

• This example is archetypical…
and pumping is the biggest use
of motors, which use 3/5 of el.



Compounding losses…or savings…so start
saving at the downstream end to save ten
times as much energy at the power plant

Also makes upstream equipment smaller, simpler, cheaper



99% 1%

hydraulic pipe
layout

vs.

It’s often remarkably simple
EXAMPLE

1%

Boolean pipe
layout

optional

99%



High-efficiency pumping / piping retrofit
(Rumsey Engineers, Oakland Museum)

Downsized condenser-water pumps, ~75% energy saving

Notice smooth piping design
 – 45os and Ys

15 “negapumps”



Examples from RMI’s industrial
practice (>$30b of facilities)

◊ Save half of motor-system electricity; retrofit payback typically <1 y
◊ Similar ROIs with 30–50+% retrofit savings of chip-fab HVAC power
◊ Retrofit very efficient oil refinery, save 42%, ~3-y payback
◊ Retrofit North Sea oil platform, save 50% el., get the rest from waste
◊ Retrofit big LNG plant, ≥40% energy savings; ~60%? new, cost less
◊ Redesign $5b gas-to-liquids plant, –$1b capex, save >50% energy
◊ Redesign giant platinum mine, 43% energy savings, 2–3-y paybacks
◊ Redesign new iron mine, no grid electricity or fossil fuels, lower capex
◊ Redesign new data center, save 80% el., 15–50% capex, no chillers
◊ Redesign new chip fab, save 20% el., 35% water, 30% ($230M) capex
◊ Redesign next new chip fab, save ~67% el., 50% capex, no chillers
◊ Redesign supermarket, save 70–90%, better sales, ?lower capex
◊ Redesign new cellulosic ethanol plant, save 50% ht., 60% el., 30% capex
◊ Redesign new chemical plant, save ~3/4 of el., 10% of capex and time
◊ Redesign new 58m yacht, save 50% el., 96% potable water, less capex
◊ “Tunneling through the cost barrier” now observed in 29 sectors
◊ None of this would be possible if original designs had been good
◊ Needs engineering pedadogy/practice reforms; see www.10xE.org



Efficiency’s marketable side-benefits
often worth 101–2× more than lower bills

◊ Efficient buildings raise labor productivity ~6–16%
 A typical 2005 US office paid ~164× as much for people as energy

◊ Efficient lighting systems improve visibility & beauty
 20–26% faster learning (per test scores) in well-daylit schools

 40% higher retail sales/ft2-y in well-daylit stores

◊ Efficient motors are more reliable, quiet, controllable

◊ Efficient refrigerators keep food fresher, longer

◊ Efficient hospitals have faster healing, less pain,
fewer errors and complications, better financials

◊ Efficient supermarkets sell more and safer food

◊ Side-benefits more than double industrial efficiency’s
returns and savings (e.g., in U.S. steel sector)



Low- or no-carbon worldwide installed electrical 
generating capacity (except large hydro)
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Electric shock: low-/no-carbon decentral-
ized sources are eclipsing central stations

• 2/3 combined-heat-and-power (CHP ≡
cogen)*, mostly gas, ≥50% less CO2
*Gas turbines ≤120 MWe, engines ≤30 MWe, steam turbines only in China

• One-third renewable (hydro only ≤10 MWe)

• In 2006, micropower added 41× (excl
peaking & standby units, 30×) as much
capacity as nuclear added (which was
less than PVs added, or 1/10th wind)

• 1/6 of el, 1/3 of new el, & rising

• 1/6 to >1/2 of all electricity in a
dozen industrial nations

• Negawatts comparable or bigger;
central plants have <1/2 of market!

• Micropower is winning due to lower
costs & financial risks, so it’s financed
mainly by private capital

• In 2007, China, Spain, & US each
added more windpower than the world
added nuclear capacity; US added more
windpower than 2003–07 coal capacity

RMI analysis: www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid171.php#E05-04

$71b/y

Low- or no-carbon worldwide 
electrical output (except large hydro)
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Nuclear is the costliest of the
low- or no-carbon resources



Cheaper options deliver more
electrical services per dollar

Representative kWh delivered per dollar spent to make or save electricity
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Various resources emit
different amounts of carbon

Operating CO2 emitted per delivered kWh
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Carbon/kWh determines carbon
saved by switching from coal

Coal-plant CO2 displaced per delivered kWh
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Cheapest and lowest-carbon
sources save the most C per $

(calculated by multiplying coal-plant carbon displaced per kWh
times kWh delivered per dollar)

Coal-fired CO2 emissions displaced per dollar spent on electrical services
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Buying the most climate solu-
tion and energy service per $

Carbon emissions saved vs. electrical service delivered, per dollar spent  
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Nuclear power/climate conclusions
“Forget Nuclear,” at www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid467.php; “The Nuclear Illusion,” Ambio, in
press, ’09, preprint at www.rmi.org/images/PDFs/Energy/E08-01_AmbioNucIllusion.pdf

• New nuclear power saves ~2–11+× less carbon
per dollar, ~20–40× slower, compared with
investing the same money in the market
winners—negawatts and micropower

• Buying new nuclear capacity rather than effi-
ciency causes more carbon to be released than
investing the same money in a new coal plant

• These uncontroverted findings follow logically
from empirical 2006–07 market data and the
well-established principle of opportunity cost

• Why is this virtually never mentioned in the
media, leaving the impression that all carbon-
free sources of electricity are equally effective?



All options face implementation risks;
what does market behavior reveal?

◊ California’s 1982–85 fair bidding with roughly equal
subsidies elicited, vs. 37-GW 1984 load:
 23 GW of contracted negawatt acquisitions over next ten years

(62% of 1984 peak load)
 13 GW of contracted new generating capacity (35% of 1984

load), most of it renewable, + 8 GW (22%) more on firm offer
 9 GW of new generating offers arriving per year (25%)
 Result: glut (143%) forced bidding suspension in April 1985
 Lesson: real, full competition is more likely to give you too

many attractive options than too few!

◊ Ultimate size of alternatives also dwarfs nuclear’s
 El. end-use efficiency: ~2–3× (EPRI) or 4× nuclear’s 19% US

share at below its short-run marginal delivered cost
 CHP: US industrial pot’l comparable to nuclear; + buildings CHP
 On-/nearshore wind: >2× US & China el., ~6× UK, ~35× global
 Other renewables: collectively even larger, PVs almost unlimited
 Land-use and variability are not significant problems or costs:

variable renewables need less storage/backup than today!



Nuclear power disguises & greatly
facilitates nuclear proliferation
 See Lovins et al., Foreign Affairs, Summer 1980

◊ Nuclear power makes widely and innocently
available all the key ingredients of do-it-yourself
bomb kits (fissile materials, technologies, know-
ledge, skills); new reactor types are much worse

◊ Absent nuclear power, these ingredients would
be harder to get, more conspicuous to try to get,
and politically far costlier to be caught trying to
get, because the reason for wanting them would
be unambiguously military

◊ A world without significant nuclear commerce
would make proliferation not impossible but
vastly more difficult—and easier to detect timely

◊ US & EU examples are critical to the world



Nuclear power’s market collapse
is good for climate and security
Lovins et al., Foreign Affairs, Summer 1980; Lovins, Scientific American, Sept. 2005

◊ Buy ~2–11+× more climate protection per $, faster

◊ Frees up money and attention for superior alterna-
tives—~104× macroeconomic leverage to fund other
needs (development/health/education/public safety)

◊ Inhibits spread of nuclear bombs (Iran, N. Korea,…)
by removing ambiguity & smoking out proliferators

◊ How? Just let all ways to save or produce energy
compete fairly—no matter which they are, what
technology they use, where they are, how big they
are, or who owns them

◊ Key to a richer, fairer, cooler, and safer world



Three economic conservatisms:
1. “Distributed benefits”

◊ Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of
Making Electrical Resources the Right Size (RMI, 8/02)
 www.smallisprofitable.org

 One of The Economist’s top three business/economics books of 2002

◊ Codifies and quantifies 207 “distributed benefits” that
collectively increase the economic value of decentral-
ized generation by typically ~10× (but site-specific)

◊ Four kinds: financial economics, electrical engineering,
miscellaneous, externalities

◊ As markets start to recognize these forms of value,
the shift to distributed resources, both supply- and
demand-side, will accelerate further



Three economic conservatisms:
2. Renewables integration

◊ Across each of three power pools in the Mid-
western U.S. & Texas, choosing an anticorrelat-ed
wind portfolio cuts needed capacity 50–60%

◊ Integrating photovoltaics with wind can reduce
variability by a further 18%, saving even more
capacity (PV correlated with peak loads, not wind)

◊ Integrating variable renewables with demand
response offers similar potential, without requiring
electrical storage as often supposed

◊ All power sources and loads are variable or
intermittent; renewables are more forecastable
than intermittencies of thermal plants or demand

J. Traube, L. Hansen, B. Palmintier, & J. Levine, “Spatial Interactions of Wind and Solar in the Next Generation Utility,” Windpower 2008, 3 June 2008 



Three economic conservatisms:
3. Renewables/negawatts integration

◊ Santa Rita Jail, Alameda
County, California

◊ PowerLight 1.18 MWp project,
1.46 GWh/y, ~3 acres of PVs

◊ Integrated with Cool Roof and
ESCO efficiency retrofit (light-
ing, HVAC, controls, 1 GWh/y)

◊ Energy management optimizes
use of PV output

◊ Dramatic (~0.7 MWp) load cut
◊ Gross project cost $9 million
◊ State incentives $5 million
◊ Gross savings $15 million/25 y
◊ IRR >10%/y (Cty. hurdle rate)
◊ Works for PVs, so should work

better for cheaper distrib. gen.



A strong case can be made that
even PVs have achieved cost
crossover vs. new thermal plants

Thomas Dinwoodie, SunPower Corporation, Systems (Founder and CTO),
“Price Cross-Over of Photovoltaics vs. Traditional Generation,” 2008



Coal power is getting costlier (~9–10+¢/
kWh busbar), competitors cheaper

New Energy
Finance ’08
reports median
forward price of
polysilicon
(2008 $/kg) is
$200 2008,
$115 2009, $93
2010,…$58 in
2015; so the
silicon shortage
is over.

Historical Average
Weekly Coal

Commodity Spot
Prices(Dollars per

Short Ton)Business
Week Ended

October 03, 2008

Historical average weekly US
coal commodity spot prices
(nominal $/ston) to 3 Oct 2008
www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/coal/page/coal
news/coalmar.html#spot

R. Wiser & M. Bolinger, “Annual Report on
U.S. Wind Power Installation, Cost, and
Performance Trends: 2007,” USDOE/EERE,
LBL-43025, May 2008

vs.

Thomas Dinwoodie, SunPower Corporation, Systems
(Founder and CTO), “Price Cross-Over of Photovoltaics vs.
Traditional Generation,” 2008

Data set: 3 overseas nuclear
plants adjusted to U.S. factor
costs, 9 coal, 10 gas
combined-cycle, 4 gas
combustion turbine, 4
windfarms



New PV plausibly beats new coal at
zero carbon price; CA utilities just
competitively procured 850 MW PV

Thomas Dinwoodie, SunPower Corporation, Systems (Founder and CTO),
“Price Cross-Over of Photovoltaics vs. Traditional Generation,” 2008



Five implementation myths

◊ “Efficiency isn’t happening—why not?”
 Total U.S. oil, coal, and energy use fell in 2006. True, far

more could happen if we paid attention and busted barriers

◊ “Solutions must await global agreement”
 China’s top emphasis on energy efficiency is self-interested

◊ “Pricing carbon is the essential first step”
 Pricing carbon is correct, helpful, and desirable…but not

essential, sufficient, nor probably a big price effect (because
efficient carbon markets will ultimately clear at low prices)

 Ability to respond to price (“barrier-busting”) matters more

◊ “Public policy = taxes, subsidies, and mandates”
 Other instruments, such as car feebates and utility decoup-

ling-and-shared-savings, are more effective and attractive

◊ “Public policy is the only, or the strongest, key”
 Innovative competitive strategy, technology, and design, all

from business coevolving with civil society, are more dynamic



Two 1989 climate-strategy cases
that scope the world’s conditions

◊ Sweden: Vattenfall, “The Challenge of Choices”
 Cold, cloudy, far north, heavily industrialized, relatively efficient
 Half of Swedish el. saveable at 78% lower cost than making more
 Least-cost strategy (doubled el. end-use eff. + some fuel-switching

+ environmental dispatch) could achieve forecast 54% GDP growth
1987–2010, shut down nuclear half of el. supply, reduce heat-and-
power-sector CO2 emissions by 1/3, cut el. service cost $1b/y

 Report (in T B Johansson’s Electricity) little-known, ignored, valid

◊  India: Amulya Reddy, roadmap for Karnataka state
 A little efficiency & natural gas, bagasse CHP, biogas/producer gas,

solar water heaters, small hydro—far from comprehensive mix
 Would achieve far greater and faster economic development
 Would have 3/5 lower el. demand, 2/3 lower cost, and 99.5% less

fossil-fuel CO2 than utility’s official plan (both plans were rejected)

◊ Both: efficiency more than pays for renewables,
making major carbon savings better than free

◊ Today’s technologies/designs are far better & cheaper



What about China?

◊ 50–80 GW/y coal plants lately added, ~2/3 bootleg

◊ Savings cut energy growth 70% 1980–2001, then
2001–06 binge on energy-intensive basic materials
industries—now being curbed by strict efficiency
policies with new 1/08 enforcement teeth

◊ Probably heading for an electricity glut (again)

◊ Vibrant distributed-renewables sector; the world
leader in small hydro, biogas, solar water heating;
soon the leader in windpower and photovoltaics
 49 GW distributed renewables installed through ’06; that’s 7×

China’s nuclear capacity and growing 7× faster

◊ ~1 TW windpower potential; ’07 smashed ’10 goal
 Industry forecasts 50 GW by 2020 (vs. current 30-GW target)

under current policies, 80 with better policies, 122 (4× 2020
nuclear target, 5× Three Gorges dam) with full policy support



Everything’s going to be all right in the end.
If it’s not all right now, it’s not the end.

—Michael Muhammad

www.r mi.org
(Publications), ert.rmi.org,

www.smallisprofitable.org





CO2 is ~77% of the global
climate problem; coal dominates



A new vision is needed for a low carbon
electricity system
A new vision is needed for a low carbon
electricity system
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Busbar costs of power from 99
historical US nuclear plants
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Ranked construction duration of
99 historical US nuclear plants
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Comparative nuclear busbar costs
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Update: nuclear capital and fuel
costs are going through the roof

◊ Pre-MIT studies simply quoted
industry hopes and wishes, and
each other—no honest empiricism

◊ MIT evidence-based 2003 study
derived ~$2,000/kW (2002 $); FPL
now guesses ~$3,500/kW (’07?$)

◊ 8 recent Asian plants look to end
up ~$4,000/kW (~2007 $) before
recent construct’n-cost escalation

◊ Looming fuel (U & SWU) crises will
raise MIT’s 0.5¢/kWh fuel cost to
~1.2–1.7¢ open, ~2.1–3.5¢ closed

◊ Big manufacturing bottlenecks too

◊ Realistic busbar cost 7→11¢/kWh
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now…runaway construction-cost escalation
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Costs for new pulverized coal
plants are on the rise

Notes:  EIA, EPRI, EPA, and Black & Veatch estimates are overnight costs and don’t include interest during construction (IDC).  It’s
not clear whether the other estimates include IDC.   Most of the estimates are in 2005$ for a supercritical PC plant.

New pulverized coal capital costs
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 At least 4 plants
have announced
30-50% capital
cost increases in
the past year

Source: Steve Clemmer,
UCS, “Gambling with
Coal,” National Wind
Technology Center, 26
February  2007



Increasing coal plant costs

Source:  Black & Veatch, MMEA presentation, Building New Baseload in the Midwest, May 11, 2006

Source: Steve Clemmer,
UCS, “Gambling with
Coal,” National Wind
Technology Center, 26
February  2007



US busbar prices for windpower
average ~3.5–4¢/kWh (2007 $)

R. Wiser & M.
Bolinger, “Annual
Report on U.S. Wind
Power Installation,
Cost, and
Performance Trends:
2007,” USDOE/EERE,
LBL-43025, May 2008

• Lowest in ~2003,
rose 2005–07 (turbine
shortages, weak USD,
steel prices,…), & will
probably rise in ’08

• Still very competitive



Windpower’s av. price ( 3.5–4¢/
kWh after PTC) has stayed broadly
competitive with wholesale power

R. Wiser & M. Bolinger, “Annual Report on U.S. Wind Power Installation, Cost, and
Performance Trends: 2007,” USDOE/EERE, LBL-43025, May 2008



Whence the order-of-magnitude
typical value increase?

◊ Financial-economics benefits: often nearing ~10×
renewables, ~3–5× others

◊ Electrical-engineering benefits: normally ~2–3×,
far more if the distribution grid is congested or if
premium power reliability or quality is required

◊ Miscellaneous benefits: often around 2×, more
with thermal integration

◊ Externalities: indeterminate but may be
important; not quantified here

◊ All these apply to end-use efficiency as well as to
decentralized supply!



9 recent US studies show wind integra-
tion costs <0.1–0.5¢/kWh at capacity
shares ≤15% of regional peak demand

R. Wiser & M. Bolinger, “Annual Report on U.S. Wind Power Installation, Cost, and
Performance Trends: 2006,” USDOE/EERE, LBL-41435, May 2007



Electricity supply (and more):
what’s the right size for the job?

◊ ~1880–1980: power stations costlier & less reliable
than the grid, so must be shared via the grid

◊ ~1980– : power stations cheaper and more reliable
than the grid, so really cheap and reliable supply
must be at/near customers, i.e., “distributed”

◊ Central thermal power plants stopped becoming
more efficient in the 1960s, bigger in the 1970s,
cheaper in the 1980s, and bought in the 1990s

◊ Distributed generators made 52% of the 2004
electricity used in Denmark, 39% in Holland, 37%
in Finland, 31% in Russia, 18% in Germany, 16% in
Japan and Poland, 15% in China, 14% in Portugal,
and 11% in Canada…because they’re faster,
cheaper, and have lower financial risk



“Baseload” ≠ “big thermal plant”
(cf. telephony and computing)

August 2003 Daily Nuclear Output for the Nine U.S. Nuclear 
Units Affected by the 14 August 2003 Northeast Blackout
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97.5% / 3 days
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◊ Arithmetically, one 1-GWe unit or a thousand 1-MWe
units or a million 1-kWe units are equivalent
◊ But in practice, many small units are more reliable
than a few big ones even if all are equally reliable—and
those near customers are more reliable than faraway
units (98–99% of US outages originate in the grid)

◊ Anyhow, not only wind
arrays can lose output
for an extended period:
av. US nuclear outage is
37 days every 17 
months, and many units
can fail simultaneously
and without warning
(unlike renewables)…



207 Distributed benefits: ~10× value
(Actual value is very technology- & site-specific)

◊ ~101×: Minimizing regret (financial economics)
 Short lead times and small modules cut risk

› Financial, forecasting, obsolescence

› Overshoot and ‘lumpiness’

Smaller, faster grid-support 
investments are worth more
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Financial-economics benefits (cont’d)

 Portable resources are redeployable

› Benefits’ expected value rises, risk falls
 Rapid learning, mass-production economies
 Constant-price resources vs. volatile prices

› Risk-adjusted
discounting can
nearly double the
present value of a
gas cost stream
for fair comparison
with windpower

 Genuinely diversified
supply portfolios

 ‘Load-growth insurance’
of CHP and efficiency
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The US gas price’s risk premium
was ~5–6 percentage points in
2002 but is probably higher now.

Effects of Discounting Avoided Costs
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